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cargo-partner Staff Prove Team Spirit at Running Events
Across Europe
Running enthusiasts among the staff of cargo-partner participated in a variety of
running events throughout Europe in 2017.
On September 7, 2017, international transport and info-logistics provider cargo-partner took
part in the “Vienna Business Run” for the seventh consecutive year. Eighteen cargo-partner
teams, composed of three runners each, competed against a total of 30,000 participants and
covered a combined distance of over 220 km. The cargo-partner teams were made up of
runners from Austria, Croatia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Slovakia and the Ukraine.
This past summer, the running enthusiasts of cargo-partner have participated in a variety of
running events all across Europe. In Hungary, cargo-partner organized a running and soccer
event for employees in Győr on the first weekend of September. 240 colleagues from 14
countries all around the world came together to compete and celebrate. The runners
covered a combined total of 131 km, while the soccer players scored over 190 goals in 42
matches.
In Romania, cargo-partner staff participated in three different runs in Cluj, Bucharest and
Sibiu: the “Wizz Air Cluj-Napoca Marathon”, the “OMV Petrom Bucharest Half Marathon”,
and the “Sibiu International Marathon”. In Ljubljana, Slovenia, cargo-partner joined the
“Wings for Life World Run”, an event held in 33 countries across the globe with the aim of
collecting funds to support research for the treatment of paraplegia. cargo-partner runners in
Poland participated in the “Freedom Run” in Pruszków, where they competed against other
companies from the field of logistics.
At the start of the Vienna Business Run, cargo-partner Managing Director in Austria
Christoph Grasl expressed his good wishes for the participants: “A strong team spirit is the
foundation of our business and is essential for the success of our company. We are glad
about this opportunity to show our team spirit and get active while spending time with
colleagues and friends.”
Vienna, September 8, 2017

About cargo-partner
cargo-partner is a privately owned full-range info-logistics provider offering a comprehensive portfolio
of air, sea, land transport and warehousing solutions. With over a third of a century’s expertise in
information technology and supply chain optimization, the company designs tailor-made services for a
wide range of industries to create competitive benefits for its customers all around the world.
cargo-partner was founded in 1983 and generated a turnover of 555 million euro with 2,588
employees in 2016.
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